
akasavana women’s buddhist retreat centre

The Dalai Lama at Ambedkarite Celebrations
From the gallery Padmadhara

This is an example of an image post: this is the caption, which 
could be just that (ie. short) or else a fuller description or response 
to the image, which is (hopefully!) meaningfully to do with their...

ask!ask!
Munisha’s Meditation Diary – Living in Silence

This is an example of a video post, displayed here (as in the 
library) at 160 x 120 and immediately playable at expanded size 
when clicked or expansible to full-screen using the mouse-over 
controls...

A son fostered, loved, and cherished 
Seldom cares for his old parents. 
Out of a hundred men 'tis hard 
To find an exception. ...

from ‘The Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa’ 
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Dharmachakra
When someone joins your Group they become a member and have posting rights. 

Dharmachakra
Again, we've revamped the ways in which folk can access and filter your Group posts.



A son fostered, loved, and cherished 
Seldom cares for his old parents. 
Out of a hundred men 'tis hard 
To find an exception. ...

from ‘The Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa’ 
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The Artist in His Studio
From the gallery Chintamani

A tall, thin image, which when clicked on will expand automatically 
to fullscreen and centred at its uploaded size;
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